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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The following report is a summary of the results of a research study

on P'e-formance Appraisal commissioned by (;eneral Electric and carried out

by the Center For Effective Organizations. It is a companion to a

literature search on Performance Appraisal carried out simultaneously by

the Center For Creative Leadership. The data reported herein were

collected In a representative sample of G.E. organizations. The range of

practices, position levels, functions, and technologies represented by

this sample make this report useful to anyone interested in Performance

Appraisal. There is very little unique to General Electric. What may be

unique to G.E. is the spirit with which they undertook this research.

From our initial contact with the originator of the research idea, Selig

)anztg, through our continuing contact with Tom lollmann, our contact with

G.E. has been of the highest professional caliber. We especially thank

the. 2000 some iindividuals who in one form or the other contributed

directly to the content of this report.

rhis report ottly summarizes the basic data patterns. Several follow-

up reports focusing on particular is..ues asid exploring the data in more

,t'ieph are forthcoming.



AN APPRAISAL OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL:

SUMMARY RESULTS OF A LARGE SCALE STUDY

In 1979 CEO conducted a Performance Appraisal Study in a single large

multinational corporation. The study documented performance appraisal

0PA) objectives, beliefs and assumptions; described and evaluated the

company s PA system and made recommendations regarding PA practice. Some

of the study findings are specific to the company. Most are not. This

veport summarizes the generalizable study results.

Tht report contains six sections. Section I describes the study

design, sites, and participants. Section 2 discusses purposes,

assumptions, and beliefs about PIA. Section 3 describes the actual

pract ice of PA. Section 4 evaluates PA practices. Section 5 discusses PA

outcConns. Finally, Soction 6 makes recommendations for PA system design.

SECTION I

STUDY DESCR I PT] ON

Method

oi(-siLe i nte'rviews, questionin ire's, and persolel records served as

-d at n sotirce. We fit(rvlewtd personnel administrators, high level

miringvyrS and iujest lonnJ re respondents. In add it ion, we surveyed

superior/subordinate pairs. Each member of the pair received a

quesLtionnaire. Approximately half the pairs completed questionnaires

ki,h hiforo, and nfter the PA. The other pairs re:eived questionnaires

,lI ly ;1t1 ,t the' PA.

S i tes

kiesearchers ftui qJuest ion the gene ral iz.ahi lity of single

orgaiJ i; ,ati loll f t d gs Nevertheless, in this instance, we worry less

because the stlily included many organizational designs, sites, and

°-.



funcLions. NIno SI tos represenLJn functiols I rom engineerIng to

manufacturing participated.

In all, over 2,000 completed quostionnaires were returned. This is

one of the largest studies of PA. It certainly is the largest study with

matched superior/subordinate pairs, atid in this respect alone, it is a

unique contribution to the research literature.

'rhe process and content of PA at these sites varied. PA was done

regularly at eight Sites, sometimes at one site. At all sites, written PA

was done by an immediate superior. At eight of the nine sites "one-over-

one approval always takes place; at Lhe other site it often takes place.

Performance appraisal is done once per year at six sites and once per

salary action at three sites. At five sites the subordinate is asked to

sign the completed appraisal.

Only one of the nine sites directly tied PA to salary; however, at

all sites users link PA and salary indirectly.

At six sites sailary action and PA occur at the same time. Two of the

sites report that PA ratings lead to frequent changes in salary plans. In

,,one of the sites is PA a required input to promotion decisions.

Training programs are available for managers at two sites while five

other sites have PA related components in their general management

l ri i r.

As with any nine organizations, the content of the PA forms differ

across nites. Each of the following are used within one or more sites:

Unstructured essay formats
Trends in performance and behavior
Dliscussion of goals and responsibilities
General management. skills
Career development
Strength and weaknesses
Accompi Ishmeits
Corrective action plans
Work planning potential for advancement

-2-



Discuss ioni of career interests
Development need
Performance relative to position guide
Group appraisals
Meeting input

-3



SECTION 2
PA BELIEFS AND ASSUMPTIONS

PA can have many purposes, processes, and results. We wanted to know

what the sample believed these should be. In other words, we wanted to

know what an ideal PA system should look like. This section explores the

managers and subordinates' beliefs arid assumptions about performance

appraisal in general and its appropriate purposes and elements in

spec I f ic.

eneral Beliefs

We asked the managers aod subordinates about their general beliefs

regarding I'A. Table 2.1 contains their responses. In general, both

managers and subordinates b, lieve that PA makes a difference because it

motivates employees, changes behavior and increases understanding about

the subordinates' role. In addition, they both (managers and

su1bord inate. ) feel managers :an ohjec ive ly and unemotionally carry out

performan1cI cnppr isaIal. They also lblieve managers and subordinates agree

)ln whaIt const fttLS good or poor performance.

Ju1XLapo.sed /igairiSt these favorable beliefs about PA are moderate

bel iefs that (1) PA is Onlny doiie because the organ izjat ion requires it, and

(') supervisors are not rewarded for doing PA well. Unfortunately,

tent-:, owneCrshi p and rewards motivIte behavior, these beliefs may

iiterfere witi, motivntio , to perform PA.

-4-



TABLE 2.1

General BeliIs About Performance Appraisals

Disagree Neutral Agree

VA makes a difference. It
motivates employees, changes M 10 16 75
behavior and increases under- S is 21 64

standing about the subordinates'
role.

Supervisors and subordinates
p rekLy much agree on what M 16 6 79
constitutes good or poor S 25 4 71
performance

PA can be objectiveiy and N 20 2 79
unemotionally carried out S 26 3 71

PA is oiLly done beciiuse M 35 18 47
the orginization requires it. S 28 29 53

Most : uuprvi',)rs tre oot M 16 15 09
re:wnrded for doing performance S 18 16 66
Ipprlisal well.

M = Manager responses in percentages
S = Subordinate responses in percentages

PA':,. Ptu ,'p(se

PA can hnve ,rtiiy purt oses. We winled to know what the employees felt

1,hey -hiuld be. As a resuIt, the "after" quest ionnai re asked what the

piurpos,, of the aplyrnisal event should have been. Table 2.2 contains the

T': uitL . The Iirsponses indicate there was little that should not be

f.,)us "I(,e d a reasotible purpos(e of PA.

N,,;r lv till anlgers nud subord in.it es agreed tha. PA should document a

.ohoord(.niae'- performance. and recoguize subordinates for things done

-5-l



The managers and subordinates also agreed PA should provide the

subordinate with developmental information and support. In other words,

both managers and subordinates felt this was a time to inform the

subordinate of job requirements and skill and ability deficiencies; lay

out specific ways the subordinate could improve performance; plan

developmental training and advise the subordinate on how to achieve career

goals.

According to these employees, the PA process should also motivate the

subordinate to put in more effort and provide a time for mutual planning

of work goals.

The above indicnte several areas where managers and subordinates

agree about the ideal purposes of PA. In a few areas, however, agreement

was less clear. Not unexpectedly, one area focuses on the use of PA as a

vehicle for determining pay and communicating pay decisions. Although

over half of the managers and subordinates felt these should be

accomplished "to a great extent;" many more managers than subordinates

felt they should not at all be accomp Ii shed. The differences occurred

4 largely as a result of attitudes toward using PA to communicate pay

decisions. A full thirty percent of managers excluded this as a purpose

of PA, while otly forty-nine percent agreed it should be a major purpose.

By (:onitrast, few subordinates ruled out this purpose in fact, 68 percent

felt PA should he used "to a grent extent" for communicating pay

dec j s i Ols.

These manager percept lOis reflect site personnel procedures

i ,qu i ritng separnt ion of pay and performance discussions. The

suibordinates may be less aware of, and thus less influenced by these

-6-
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written procedures. For planning purposes, it is interesting to note

eighty-seven percent of subordinantes desired at least some discussion of

pay dec t.L tots du ilk& pt ttiww .Ippr i | •

Some div01g-9nclte 'tWoeli ml ag.'t and .utboidilate perceptions exists,.d

in one other area. Managers, more than subordinates, wanted PA sessions

to be a time for employee input into the management process. In other

words, managers wanted subordinates to express their feelings, give

feedback about the managers performance and suggest changes regarding

work.

The differences become particularly evident when the components of

this issue are examined. Althotigh managers and subordinates were equally

favorable towards allowing subordinates an opportunity to express their

feelings they are in less agreement about what these feelings should

address. Maiagers desired more feedback about their performance than

subordinates were willing to give. In addition, managers were more

favorable towards using the PA session as a time for the subordinate to

suggest changes regarding work than subordinates were.

The above may ref lect the s|iiord i||ates' fear of reprisal for their

feedback or their defensiveness about giving feedback. The managers, on

the other hand, feeling burdened with the responsibilities of managing

eeni to be more open to a sharing of control than their subordinates

'uspect.

I'vilhtips the most remarkable trend in these beliefs is neither

nI.mi.,ignrs zor subordinates are willing to rule out any reasonable

Iit T',r, t iot ls a. legitimate purposes of performance appraisal.

-7-



TABU: I22

Possible Purposes of Perlormance Appraisal:
the extent to which they should have been

accompI ished
(reported in peicentages)

Not at all Moderate Great

Document and rec ogluize M 0 2 98
subordinateb' performance S 3 4 93

Allow subordinate input to M 3 30 67

the management process S a 37 54

Provide subordinate M 6 33 60
developmental information S 6 31 62
and support

Determine pay and explain N 25 17 58
and communicate pay de: 1i ons S 12 14 74

Mot Lvtlte ht subordinate to M 6 28 66
put in more effort S 9 28 62

Mutual planning of future M 22 22 58
work goas S 9 29 62

M = PerrcenLtage of manager resposes
S =' ercentage of subordinate respoises

Sys tem i"vmnts

Tnble 2.j iPresenits mduaiers' aud subordinateS' opinions about

possible element-, of PA systems. Clearly, managers and subordinates

,elieve PA shoulu be tied Lo salary and promotion decisions, should be

gotl relatod and provide for stibordiniLe input. It is notable that there

is n) real differen(.4 betweeit mnagers nd their subordinates about these

fuidnmeitan1 Issues in st ru turiig performan:e appraisal programs.
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1Disaigree~ Neutral Agree

SalatIy aind promot ion deItIiofl m 3 3 94
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SECTION 3

THE PRACTICE OF PA

In the last section we discussed beliefs and assumptions about what

PA "should" look like. In thib section, those beliefs become a backdrop

for the subordinates' and managers' actual PA. experiences. This section

describes fulfillment of expectations, scheduling and timing, importance

of the material discussed, and the process, content and bases of PA.

MEatFxpca tlons AbouL._ Process

The managers and subordinates were asked if thi appraisal interview

occurred as expect,,d with regard to forms, purposes, format and criteria.

Tiail, 3.1 pr.sents the results. )n general, the managers and subordinates

igree that the interview went as expected with regard to the forms used,

the purposes of the appraisal and the format of the interview. Less

agreement occurred regarding the criteria used. Whereas ninety-eight

percent of the mnagers felt the criteria used met their expectations,

only eighty percent of the sitbordinatns felt the same.

TABIE 3. 1

The Extent to Which Manager and Subordinate Expectations Were Met*

Did the performaico nppraisal interview occur
as you expected with regard to

Manager Subordinate

Yes No Yes No

,1. the forms used? 99 1 92 8
h. the purpose(s) of the appraisal? 99 1 95 5

the format of the interview 98 2 90 10

(i.e., who attended, what was
discussed, etc.)?

d. the criteria that were used? 98 2 80 20

*All entries art! percentages.

-10-



F17 Scheduling ad rimin~

Table 3.2 contains information about the scheduling and timing of the

appraisal interview. In general, the interview was conducted in an

uninterrupted blo:k of time, called on short notice, and took less than an

hour. Although these fiactors indicate a rather casual approach to PA and

thus are of some significance in and of themselves, they become more

interesting when viewed in the context of the participants' agreement and

reactions to them.

Although managers tend to know about the appraisal in advance,

subordinates are more surprised. This reaction may be a result of the

managers' actual knowledge of the situation or Lhe managers' and subor-

dinates' different perceptions of time surrounding the PA event.

The duration of the meetings varied greatly. Managers tend to

remember them as lasting longer than subordinates do. In addition, the

managers, who probtibly have more control of the time, ar-e satisfied with

the duration. Sthordiiiates general)y agree, although a sizable percen-

tage (280) would have liked more time. Subordi||ates are also more

setisit ive to inLrrupt ions durilig the appraisal. Subordinates perceive

more interruptions and find them more distracting.

I

-1]I-



TABLE 3.2

Scheduling and Timing*

Was the performance appraisal interview:

Manager Subordinate
Scheduled well in advance? 43 25
Called on short notice? 52 53
Unplanned, held when we happened to get together? 6 22

Length of time Manager Subordinate
Mean 55 minutes 36 minutes
Range 2 min-5 hrs 1 min-5 hrs

Reaction to Lime spent

The amount of time spent was:

Manager Subordinate

More than I liked 2 2
About right 90 70
Less than I liked 8 28

Were you able to conduct the interview in an uninterrupted block of time?

Manager Subordinate
Yes, there were no interruptions 81 68
No, there were some interruptions 18 30
No, there were frequent interriptions 0 3

If there were interruptions, how distracting
were they?

Not at all distracting 41 26
Moderately distracting 56 63
Very distracting 4 12

*All entries are percents.

-12-



Importance of material discussed

The emerging discrepancies betw ei manager and subordinate responses

show a not-too-surprising pattern. In general, when disagreements occur

they indicate that managers are ii control and are able to use the PA

interview to serve their purposes. Although the majority of subordinates

agree with managers, it appears that a sizable group may not. Table 3.3

is yeL another indication that those things discussed were less important

to the subordinate thnn the manager. When this is the case, it brings

into question whether or not PA is really having an impact on the subor-

dinate's subsequent performance.

TABLE 3.3

Importance of Material Discussed

To a Small To a Moderate To a Great
To what extent were Extent Extent Extent

Things really important to the
,v i lation dis:u.ssed diiiiig the M 9 7 82
performaunc appr aish 1 interview S 42 12 46

Lowe r in More

Importance As Important Important

Compared to other ways sub-
ordinates receive leedback about M 11 30 67
LUe i i performanice how important S 22 30 48
iN thq lii : or ornilice€: apprai sal

M = Maiag(er rv'.ponses in percentages.

S Subordinate responses in percentages

-13-



PA Process

Subordinate participation. Table 3.4 presents data on two mechanisms

which might help ensure that subordinates find importance in the things

discussed. Over half of the subordinates reported that they had been

asked to compile information or input into the PA. A much smaller

percentage (about 10%) of the respondents reported that final completion

of the PA form did not take place until during or subsequent to the PA

interview. Both tactics, prior input and delayed completion of the forms,

allow the manager and subordinate to share control of the PA event. In

Section 4, we will look at the effects these two practices had.

TABLE 3.4

Subordinate Participation in the PA Process
Responses in Percentages

Were you asked to prepare or compile any information to be used in the
appraisal interview?

Yes No

Subordiinte only 52 48

Was the final writLen evaluaLion completed?

Manager Subordinate

Before the appraisal Interview 91 83
During the appraisal Interview 2 2
Subsequent to the appraisal interview 5 7
before, but was changed due to the interview 3 3
Don 't know 0 6

-14-



Appeal Process. Knowledge about appeal processes also contributes to a

picture of PA as manager-controlled. Table 3.5 presents information

about appeal processes. Most managers perceived there to be formal appeal

proc:esses available, while almost half of the subordinates did not. It is

interesting to conjecture if the channels of appeal actually exist and the

subordinates are just unaware of them or if the channels actually do not

.x ist Nevortlheless, since most employees feel they have more to lose

than gain by appealing a performance, it is unlikely that the channels, if

present, would he used.

TABI.. 3. 5

Maiager and Subiordinate Percept ions of Appeal Process

Yes No
I.s ti:re any formal process by which a sub- N 71 29
(rtW-iiIte can appl.al a performance nppraisal? S 55 45

Disagree Neutral Agree
An employee ha- more to lose thAll to gain M 40 22 39
hy atpealii a pey formalnce aippra isal S 25 14 61

M = Maitager rn'spoj ess iii percentages.

S n Siihordinil)I responses In percenttages.

, -15-



[Jecision Making and Communication. Managers' dominance of the PA

interviews is reflected again in Table 3.6. Both managers and

subordinates agree that managers make most of the decisions and initiate

most of the communication. Subordinates are particularly convinced this

is the case.

TABLE 3.6

Decision Making and Communication in the PA Session*

iOrcision Making

The most important decisions made in, the PA were made

totally totally
by equally by

superv i sor subordinate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Mniger 8 27 31 30 4 1 0
Sijbrdinate 37 22 16 20 3 1 1

Comijicat ion

The direction of comnniatio n duarintg Lhe PA session

supervisor subordinate

to about to

subordinnte equal supervisor

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

3agE r 13 36 45 2 1 0
.brd rante 15 20 24 38 2 2 1

*Numbers not ii, parpritlieses are percents.

-16-



PA Content

Table 3.7 reports the content of the PA interview as it is seen by

the subordinate and manager.

In general, managers reported more attention given each topic than

did the subordinates. Nevertheless, subordinates and managers tended to

agree with the relative attentioii given the six content areas. Both

parties agreed that "strengths in past performance" tended to receive the

most attention and that "salary" received the least attention. Among the

more prominently mcntioied content Areas were "career development" and

"performance devolopmeit ." Among the areas mentt ioned less frequently

were "things the supervisor could do to aid the subordinate in performing

better," "setting future performance goals," and (especially) "salary."

It is interesting to note for the content area given least attention,

'salary," manigers and subordinittes agree quite closely in the absolute

degree of attetLion reported. This degree of agreement is not achieved in

the other categories. Nevertheless, when Lhe ratings given the six

content areas are ranked from most attention to least attention, the

reki lt are s imi lar for both subordinmtes and managers.

I- i



FIGURE 3.1

Content of Appraisal Interview

Average Scores for Managers (e) and Subordinates (o)

How much was each of these areas discussed?
To a

Not great

at all extent

1 3 5
Subordinate's

career development

F .bordinate's
performance development

Strengths in subordinate's
past performance -

Things supervisor could do to
aid subordinate's performance

Subordinate's future
performance goals

Subordinate's salary

Bases for PA

When performance As appraised it, of necessity, needs to be based on

.10mething. The manager, of course, feels he or she knows the bases of the

evaluation. Likewise, the subordinate has some idea of the bases for

evaluation, either from the PA discussion itself or from other means. In

niddLtion, the formal PA system itself will dictate certain bases for

evaluat .n. Table 3.8 reports the degree to which the PA. is perceived by

the subordinates and managers to have been based on a number of

dimensions.

When these hses for evaluation are ranked from least to most used

(I to 5) for mnnager and subordinate responses separately, there is some

agreement between the two parties. That is, the two tend to assign the
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dimensions similar ranks. On only two categories do the relative rankings

by subordinates and managers disagree significantly. These are

"Predetermined Goals" and "Salary lveision Already Made."

Although managers felt performance attributes formed a larger basis

of the evaluation than did subordinates, both managers' and subordinates'

believed performance attributes (i.e., the results they achieved, job

related behavior, and skills and abilities) were the primary bases of PA

Both Managers and Subordinates felt the evaluations were "somewhat"

based on personality. This item reflects nonperformance based criteria.

Although it is not surprising to s.ee that subordinates perceived tor

"suspicioned") such nonperformance bases, it is worth noting that

Nignificant percentages of managers also reported PA. to be based on this

d imells loll.

Another nonperformance based dimension is "salary decisions already

made." While managers do not feel this formed a large basis of the

evnlnuet ion (it did form some), subordinates believe it forms a larger

Both managors and stibordinates agree that self-appraisal is not a

frequontly used basis of evaluation. Section 4 discusses the impact of

thi . type, of part i,.l.ptlon.
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FIGURE 3.2

Basis of Evaluation
Average Scores for Managers (*) and Subordinates (o)

To what extent was the actual evaluation based on the following:
To a

Not some- great
at all what extent
1 3 5

Performance attributes
M=4.13 S=3.7 do

Predetermined goals
M=3.6 S=2.9

Specific incidents
M=3.0 S=3.11

Personality and personal
characteristics b
M=3.02 S=3.36

Salary decisions
already made

M=2.0 S=3.0 1

Self-appraisal completed
before the interview

M=2.5 S=2.4
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SECTION 4

EVALUATI NG PERFORMANCE APPRA I SAL. PRACTF1ICES

Previous sections of this report have highlighted the diversity of

individual beliefs about performance appraisal, and the variety of goals,

objectives, and purposes which are assigned to performance appraisal

systems within the individual "businesses" we surveyed. The purpose of

this section is to summarize some of the study results which may provide

the basis for managers to evaluate the effectiveness of both existing

performance appraisal systems and the potential effectiveness of alter-

native designs and practices.

This section is organized nround the following questions:

I. Are existing PA programs well understood by those that use them?

2. Is PA seen as important?

3. Are the employee's objectives met by existing PA systems?

4. Is PA compatible with other personnel programs?

We believe these questions and the answers to them form a basis for

evaluating PA systems.

They key resenrch c.aestions, and the answers to them suggested by the

data follow.

1. Are existing performance appraisal programs well understood by

thos.e that use them?

The data provide a mixed response. As reporLed in Section 3, the

vast majority of respondents are well informed about the conduct of the

performance appraisal interview Including: the format to be followed, the

rating InsLrumenL, the criteria used. and the purposes of the appraisal.

Hlowever,, substantial numbers of employees reported the belief that many
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people in their organizations lack a clear understanding of how the data

generated through the performance appraisal process are actually used:

about a third of the supervisors (raters) responded this way, as did a

!!Lqaority (56 percent) of those employees being rated. In short,

participants in the performance appraisal process have a good

understanding of what occurs during the appraisal itself, but a less fully

developed understanding of the consequences of the appraisal event. This

finding Is consistent with others reported below.

2. _s pe.rformance _ppraisal seen as important?

One of the strongest findings to emerge from the study is the

employee belief that performance appraisal should be an important activ-

ity in organizational life. There is almost universal support, for

example, for the proposition that performance evaluation should be an

important determinant of rewards (itncluding compensation and career

advaiicement). A majority of respoid,,,its also believe that in general,

performance appraisal motivates ,mployees, leads to productive changes in

work behavior, and provides clarification on performance expectations.

Evaluation systems meeting these objectives would be expected to

have high regard among employees. But performance appraisal, as experi-

enced by our respondenis, does not une(quivically meet these objectives.

Although the majority of employees appear to regard present systems

favorably, they sometimes question their importance.

Fully one quarter of subordinate respondents, for example, indicated

that "it wouldn't make much difference to our business if performance

appraisal were not done." And 42 percent of subordinates felt that the

subjects discussed during the performance evaluation were of only limited

importance. (Managers gave the importance questions much higher marks.)
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3. Are the employee's objectives met by existing performance

appra-isa l systems?

There is no unanimity, either in organizational policy or in the

preferences of the survey respondents. as to the specific objectives that

performance npprnisal programs should meet. But as individual's do not

see their preferred objectives for the evaluation process being met, they

are likely to regard it as unimportant, or to feel frustration and

dissatisfaction with It.

To examine this question we asked respondents to judge the extent to

which various possible purposes of performance appraisal should be met by

their particular performance appraisal episode and the extent to which

tiey are met. By comparing these two scores we can estimate the degree to

which the preferred objectives of Lite organization members are being met

by the. existing system. The mean responses for managers and subordinates

are graphed in Figure 4.1.

I
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FIGURE 4.1

DESIRED PURPOSES vs. ACTUAL PURPOSES OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
Average Scores for Managers and Subordinates

Not To A To A
At All Moderate Extent Great Extent

1 2 3 4 5

Document and recognize
subordinates performance

Allow Subordinates input
to the management process

Provide subordinate
developmental information
and support

Determine pay and explJn
tind communicate pay decisions

Motivate the subordinate to
put in more effort

Mutual planning of future
work goals

OSubordinates' Actual Purpose
wSubordinates' Desired Purpose
OMnnagers' Actual Purposo
OManagers' Desired Purpose

The overall plittern of respounses suggests that existing performance

appraisal processes are most effective in documenting employees perfor-

mlnice and recognizing them for their performance. Existing systems are

less, e'ffCL-Livc in allowing subordinates input to the management process,

in p roviding siihordinitte developmental information and support, in

motivating employ,,es to increase work effort, in providing an opportunity

for mutual planing of work goals, or in linking performance evaluations

with organiziltional rewards. In a number of instances within each of

these categories, there were important differences in the perceptions of

raters (managers) arid those being evaluated (subordinates).
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With respect to documentation and recognition, most managers and

subordinates view present practices as effective (in the sense that these

purposes are perceived to be most often accomplished). But, as is

consistently true in these evaluative data, those performing the evalua-

tions regard the current processes as more effective than ratees.

By analyzing the difference between desired and actual purposes we

can estimate the manager and subordinate's satisfaction with the ele-

ments. This analysis indicates that subordinates are least satisfied with

the present system's ability to determine and explain pay decisions. They

also would like more developmental iniormation and support. The managers,

on the other hand, are most dissatisfied with the present system's ability

t.o motivate subordinates and provide a time for mutual planning of work

goa ..

The same general pattern emerged from an analysis of responses to the

open-ended quest ions appearing on the survey questionnaires. A

s urprisingly large proportion of the employees surveyed responded to the

open-ended questions asking what they liked most and least about current

performance appraisal practices. This high response rate (well over

SO percent) to the open-ended questions suggests that the topic of the

s wt,y was of high interest to those surveyed, and prompted the research

t,.i,;n to undertake a systematic qualftiit.tive analysis of the results.

As can be seen from the summaries presented in Table 4.1 both sub-

ordinatt-; and managers are most favorably disposed toward the documenta-

t ion and feedback functions of the current appraisal processes. Some did

mention the value of the appraisal for motivation and goal setting, but

such responses were in a distinct mioriLy.
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When asked what they liked least about present appraisals, respon-

dents most frequently mentioned the lack of a linkage between performance

appraisal and career planning, the lack of a performance-salary action

link, and problems related to the subjectivity of the appraisal process.

The evaluation-pay issue was of greater importance to subordinates, while

supervisors were most troubled by questions of subjectivity and bias.

TABLE 4.1

OPEN ENDED EVALUATIONS OF PA

(Open-Ended Questions)
(Average Percentages For All Sites)

"WHAT ARE THE THINGS YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT PA?"

TOPIC WHO
CATEGORY MENTIONED AVERAGE %

Feedback and Subordinates 51%
Communication Managers 52%

Documentation Subordinates 19%
of Performance Managers 14%

"Forces" Subord i nates 6%
Interaction & Managers 13%
Evaluation

Goal Setting
Device/Guide Subordinates 6%
To Job Managers 4%
Improvement

Provides Subordiniates 1%
Incentive & Managers 1%
Motivation

Structured, Subordinates 8%
Regular & Managers 13%
Consistent
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"WHAT ARE THE THINGS YOU LIKE LEAST ABOUT PA?"

TOPIC WHO
CATFGORY MENTIONED AVERAGE %

Appraisal Not Tied Subordinates 52%
To Salary Managers 26%

Subjectivity Subordinate 6%
Managers 30%

Bias Subordinates 19%
Managers 6%

Inconsistency Subordinates 5%
Maungers 3%

Considered L.ow Subordinates Only 4%
Priority by
Supervisor

No Appeal For Subordinates Only 4%
Unjust Process

Perfunctory Subordinates Only 2%
Appraisals

"After the Fnct." Subordinates Only 3%

Time Constraints Managers Only 3%

Lick of Tra iing Managers Only 6%

ihiequa te .Job Managers Only 6%
Descript lon

Not Taken Managers Only 4%
Ser ious ly Enogh

Ot he r Suhord tiaLes 6%
Mmingers 6%
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"WITH WHAT THINGS IN YOUR MOST RECENT PA WERE YOU PARTICULARLY SATISFIED?"

TOPIC WHO
CATEGORY MENTIONED AVERAGE %

Communication/ Subordinates 46%
Feedback Managers 45%
Instrument

Recognition and Subordinates 40%
Documentat ion Managers 38%
Instrument

Honest & Fair Subordinates 7%
Evaluation of Managers 3%
Per formance

Annual Subordinates 2%
Requirement Managers 0%

"WITH WHAT THINGS IN YOUR MOST RECENT PA WERE YOU LEAST SATISFIED?"

roP I C WHO
CATEGORY MENTIONED AVERAGE

Lack of Future Subordinates 37%
Career Planning Managers 36%

No Link BHLW,1n PA Subordinntos 36%
& Salary Action Matlagets 18%

No Self-Evalunt ion Subordinates 9%
Managers 3%

Biased, Subjective, Subordinates 13%
Invalid Ratings Managers 28%

Too General/ Subordinates 4%
Super f ic ial Managers 11%
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4. .I_A (A .:ompat Ibla with other j, rsoninol prorams?

Performance appraisals represent only one tool for human-resource

management, and in all of the organizations studied performance evalua-

tion programs co-existed with systems Fertaining to compensation adminis-

tration and manpower development and planning. In some businesses, these

various programs are seen as discrete--each with its own purposes and

procedures. In other businesses, the "boundaries" among them are less

well articulated either in policy or in practice. In all the sites it was

recognized that systems of performance evaluation, salary planning, and

manpower development are to some extent interrelated. But while the

realities of these various functioiis overlay, whether and to what degree

the formal administrative systems which regulate them exist "separately"

is a matter of policy.

However, several pertinent findings from our study can be examined as

a part of the effort to develop some general guidelines as to the "best"

fit l)OLween existlng Imiman resource mniagemenft systems.

First, it is clear from our data that employees do not perceive the

performance evaluation process to be as closely linked to decisions

concerning salary change and career development as they would like.

Second, a small scale effort to investigate the "actual" relation-

ships between performance appraisal, compensation, and career advance-

ment, seems to be consistent with perceptions of our survey respondents--

the linkages between performance appraisal, salary increase, and advance-

met. are, at least In the short run, weak at best.

Third, it seems quite apparent that not all the possible or even

desirable outcomes of performance appraisal can, be simultaneously maxi-
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mized. There are trade-offs; and systems of appraisal which are effective

in strengthening performance reward links may be less effective in

providing useful feedback, motivating employees, or strengthening super-

visory-subordinate relationships. We wish to return to the first two

points made -bove.

Evidence that both managers and subordinates desire stronger, more

visible links between the performance appraisal process and both salary

and career decisions was found consistently in the written questionnaire

responses, the voluntary responses to open-ended questions, and in on-

site interviews with employees. Data have previously been presented which

documqent this point. We may summarize several different expressions on

this issue in this way:

Managers, subordinates, and performance appraisal system
administrators all agree that salary and promotion
decisions should be based on the results of performance
evaluations, but significantly smaller numbers of each

employtee group believe that these relationships actually
ex ist.

0 When asked to comment on tEiv kind of Jssue s discussed in
the lirtun] nppraisal itrview, salary issues are rarely
(16 percent) given "cons iderable" attenit ion. Career
Issues are discussed mor.. frequently, reflecting employee
prufereii:es. It is intorestilig to note that salary issues
are given somewhat less attention, and career issues
somewhat more attention than appraisal administrators
believe to be appropriate uider current policies.

a Data collected from the field site in^.erviews suggested
Lhat many employees undere*estimate the influence that
perlomanco appraisal diata has on subsequent salary and
promotion decisions. This observation is based on a small
4 umber of Interviews, and is subject to cautious
interpretation, but it does appear to be consistent with
questionnaire responses indicating that many employees
(and more subordinnates than supervisors) are uncertain as
to how performance evaluation data is used. That is, even
where some desirable linkages do exist between appraisal
systems and salary and career reviews, employees may be
ulnaware of them.
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It is important to note that the lack of either perceived or actual

linkages between performance appraisal and other personnel systems or

decisions is riot intended, here, as criticism. For some businesses, such

a situation would be consistent with established policy. It does seem

clear, however, that performance appraisal systems should operate in a way

consistent with the preferences of managers and subordinates.
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SECT ON 

OUTCOMES OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

This research afforded us an opportunity to investigate many poten-

tial outcomes of performance appraisal practices. In general, the

outcomes we looked at fell into three categories. The first outcome

involved cognitive changes or increases in one's level of understanding.

These involved changes in either the manager's or subordinate's under-

standing, or the ma.nager's perception of the subordinate's learning.

Rating of such statements as "I learned a lot from the appraisal." and "I

more clearly understand my duties and respoonsibilities" fit this cate-

gory of outcomes. The second category had an affective quaiity. Ratings

of mnnager-suborditiate changes (more tense vs. more relaxed, worse vs.

better, etc.) that restified from the PA and satisfaction with the way the

appraisal was conducted are illustrative of this category. The final

(-ategory of outcomes we measured involved percept ions of actual

performance change since PA. This outcome was behavioral, rather than

cognitive or affective..

Our interest in the outcomes of PA were two-fold. Of first concern

was the contrasting perceptions of the outcomes of the appraisal process.

Our analysis evtd,,n'ced that managers atid subordinates systemmatically

differ ini the way they evaluate the cognitive, affective and behavioral

outcomes of PA. A second area of interest involved the impact of

contxtunl factors on the manner which the appraisal interview was

condoiutotd and tel evenLtual outComes of that process. Such factors, as

work climate anid characterlstics of the subordinate's job were system-

mat ict lly relat,,d to aspects of tlhe PA interview and its outcomes.
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PA_Oucomes--Contrast_ingwViewpoints

C!_ttive Outcomes. Cognitive outcomes involve some change in the under-

standing by one or both of the parties. These involved a clarification of

expectations, or duties and responsibilities, or the perception that new

information had been received in the appraisal process. Supervisors felt

subordinates changed as a result of the PA. Subordinates did not. The

responses to "subor'dinate obtained information to enable specific changes

to better performance" exemplify this. Seventy-six percent of the

managers agree with this statement as compared to only forty percent of

the subordinates. 'Table 5.1 presents the results. The patterns of

managers and subordinates responses were quite consistent and straight

f orwti id.

TABIE 5.1

Cogn it ivc OutComes of Performance Appraisal

Manunger (M) and Subordinates (S) Scores Reported in Percentages

Disagree Neutral Agree

Subordinate more cle,rly M 7 29 64

1IIdEr.stand. duties and S 31 32 37

respons 1) i lit ie i

Subordinate has clearer idea M 5 14 81

of what is expected S 33 17 50

Subordinate obtained infotr- M 6 18 76

mation to enable specific S 38 23 40

changes to better performance

I learned olot from the M 31 23 46

appraisal S 48 25 27
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Affective Outcomes. The second type of outcome involved a change in

either the supervisor or subordinate's emotional or affective state as a

result of the performance appraisal experience. Items that tracked this

outcome included: "I was satisfied with the review," "I feed good about

the way the appraisal was conducted," "There are many ways in which I

would have liked the appraisal to be different" and "The subordinate was

satisfied with the review" (see Table 5.2).

The pattern evident in the anlysis of cognitive outcomes was also

reflected in these affective outcomes. Managers tend to rate their own or

their subordinate's affective outcomes higher than their subordinates

rate themselves.

TABLE 5.2

Affective Outcomes of PA
Manager (M) and Subordinate (S) scores reported in percentages

Disagree Neutral Agree
I was satisfied with the review M 7 7 86

S 32 10 57

I feel good about the way the M 8 9 83
appraisal was ('otiducted S 33 14 53

There are many ways in which I M 48 18 35
would have liked the appraisal S 33 14 53
to be different

Subordinate was satisfied with M 10 10 80
the review S 32 10 57

Performance Outcome. The third type of outcome used in this study was

measured by one item that asked both the manager and the subordinate of a

pair to rate the subordinate's performance since PA (see Table 5.3). The

manager's rating departed from the subordinate's in the usual manner; that

is, his rating of the subordinate's performance change was higher than the

subordinate's self-rating.
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TABLE 5.3

Performance Outcomes
Manager (M) and Subordinates (S) scores reported in percentages

Fallen
Off Improved

Subordinate's performance since M 22 32 46
appraisal S 39 54 7

Contextual Factors That Affect PA Outcomes

Some factors we Investigated seemed to provide a context that

affected the way the PA interview was conducted and its subsequent

outcome. These contextual factors included procedures involved in the

appraisal, work climate, and job content.

Procedures

Subordinate information preeparation. Fifty percent of subordinates

prepared or compiled information to be used in the PA This preparation

was associated with:

a more discussion of fiiLur, performance goaIls

* more discussion of things supervisors could do to aid subor-
di iiat-es

0 subordinate's perception of more career and personal develop-
ment discussions

S1 subordinate's perception of a high degree of particiation,

* ownership and contribution

* manager's satisfaction

0 subordinates high affective and motivational reactions to PA

T-iminqgof evaluation completion. Not completing the final written

evaluation prior to Lhe interview was a second procedural factor that

seemed to have a positive effect. When the final written evaluation was
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not completed until the performance appraisal interview or subsequent to

it:

it The PA discussion included more talk about the subordinate's
career and personal development goals

0 Managers and subordinates agreed that subordinates learned
significantly more about their job

Subordinates participated more in the discussion

Subordinates perceived discussion to contain more discussion of
future performance goals and performance weaknesses

Discussion of Pay. Bruce Prince and Ed Lawler are researching the

effect of salary discussion on the PA event. Below are conclusions they

tentatively draw from their research:

Discussion of salary change can force the manager to provide
more detailed and specific information. This, in turn, facili-
tates improved role understanding and determination of specific
work plans and goals.

The higher information content associated with discussing
salary change gives the subordinate something in which to
respond. This can facilitate a mutual exchange of information
and the joint determination of work plans.

The specific amount of salary change can be informative in and
of itself. It communicates what aspects of performance really
are valued.

Discussion of salary issue can energize the discussion and
enhances the liklihood of subordinate participation.

Man ngemeni tTraining. The amount of management training supervisors had

was an additional contextual factor that had an effect on the performance

appraisal event. In general, the managers who had received PA training

reported

* more satisfaction with the interview

* greater focus on the subordinate's career and personal goals

* subordinates had learned more and had participated to a greater
extent.
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Nevertheless, these differences were not substantiated by the

subordinates of trained managers. Such subordinates did not view the PA

discussion or its outcomes differently than the subordinates of managers

that did have PA-rolated training. We caution the reader about jumping to

any conclusion regarding these particular findings, however. Our data do

not allow us to prove conclusively that training has no effect on anyone

but the person trained. There are many other possible interpretations,

one being that we are not measuring training effects but effects of the

choice of who is to receive training. Our present analyses do not

distinguish among types of training. Some may work while others don't.

Work Climate. The amount of trust., support, and openness experienced in

the generai work climate also had an impact on PA. When subordinates saw

the work climate as high in these (lmciisions they reported significantly

higher:

* affect ive and mot ivat ioal react lonis to pecrformance appraisal

* degree of learniug, informatiosn

* discussion focused on futulre performance goals

0 discuss ion focused on how manager can aid performance

Both subordinate and malnger saw:

* significantly greater focus on career and personal development

* significantly more participation, ownership, and contribution

by subordinate

* significantly higher degree of trust, opentiss, constructive-

ness. etc. iii the performance appraisal itself

.Job Content. The content of the subordinate's job was the final con-

textual factor that affected the PA. When the subordinates reported their

jobs as being well-specified in terms of duties, responsibilities, and

goals, they also reported:
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* a higher affective or motivational reaction to the PA

* more learning and understanding

* a greater focus on career and personal development

a more discussion of performance weakness and ways to improve

0 more future goal setting focus

* a greater focus on things the supervisor could do to aid the
subordinate's performance

0 higher participation in and contribution to the PA review

a greater trust, friendliness, and openness during the PA

Subordinates whose jobs are more autonomous and who are allowed to
complete the "whole task" report

* greater trust . openness and participation during the PA

" greaLer motivation at the conclusion of the PA

Subordinates whose jobs provided a high amount of feedback reported

* greater participation tit the PA process

0 more goal setting focus (Wring the interview

0 greater Mot ivLt ion as it result of the PA

" greater learning us it result of the PA

In summary, jobs that werv perceived to have characteristics of

f"enriched jobs"--autonomy, wholeness, and feedback--provide a context in

which positive nspecLs of the PA process were likely to be achieved.
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SECTION 6

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PA SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section we offer some recommendations. Each recommendation

is in response to a specific question. It should be kept in mind that

these recommendations are in some ways specific to the organization. An

organization that did not have a formal manpower review or that did not

have a pay for performance policy, may well be given different recommen-

dat ions.

A. Are there areas of agreement in the findings which provide basis
for recommendations which transcend the diversity of the
results?

We definitely feel that there are some recommendations that come out

of the findings. These recommendations are applicable to two different

levels of management structure. Some suggest corporate guidelines and

others suggest how individual sites might respond to the unique conditions

which exist there. Overall, our feeling is that there should be a minimum

ijumber of corporate guidelines in the area of performaiice appraisal and

that what Isn't covered by these guidelines should be decided on a site-

by-site basis. In the recommendations we make here, we intend to

emphasize those things which should constitute corporate policy in the

area of performance appraisal. We focus on the minimum guidelines which

corporate should have.

B. Should performance appraisal be done? Why?

We feel that everyone should receive a formal performance appraisal

on at least an annual basis. In some cases, such as with new and problem

employees, it needs to be done more often. There is also a possibility

that in some lower level jobs, it shotild be done more than once a year. We
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make the recommendation that there should be a formal performance

appraisal because on balance both parties to the performance appraisal

(subordinate and manager) seem to believe it should be done and that it

produces positive results. Included in these perceived positive results

are things ranging from better performance to clearer understanding and

better communication between the superior and the subordinate. 'ur data

indicate that people not only perceive these outcomes but that they

probably actually occur. In addition, it is clear that the results of

performance appraisal are potentially useful in manpower planning, career

development, selection validation and for a host of other administrative

purposes. While costs and dysfunctions are also indicated by these data,

they do not seem great enough to offset the benefits accruing for PA.

C. What should performance appraisal try to do?

I. Separation of salary, career planning, appraisal, feedback

2. Motivate, learn, develop, input Into decisions

Our feeling is that the performance appraisal, in combination with

some other events, should accomplish a number of objectives. It should

have an impact onl salary administration; it should aid in career planning;

it should provide feedback to the individual and it should facilitate a

clear job definition and performance objectives for the subordinate. The

key to accomplishing all of these (at time, competing) objectives is in

the timing and the relationship of the performance appraisal meeting to

other activities. We spell out these relationships in the next

recommendation.
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D. When should performance appraisal be done?

I. proximity to salary review

2. proximity to annual manpower review

3. frequency

The data suggest that formal performance appraisal should be done at

least once a year and that it should carefully be positioned with respect

to salary review and annual manpower review. The data suggests that

discussion of salary review, performance appraisal and the annual

manpower review should take place on separate events but that the rela-

tionships among these events need to be made clear and often these

relationships need to be discussed during PA. Although a number of

sequences are possible, the following sounds best to us based on our data

and our experience based in other organizations.

At the beginning of the performance period there should be a discus-

sion between a superior and a subordinate in which agreement is reached on

how performance is going to be measured during the coming period. This

could involve goals or other approaches to performance appraisal.

During the performance period one or more semi-formal discussions

could be held to make needed adjustments more timely and constructive.

At the end of the performance period the performance appraisal

session itself .hould Lake place. A% we will stress later, prior to the

formal appraisal meeting or during it the subordinate should be given

substantial chance of Input into the results of the appraisal. Pay should

be mentioned but not be a major discussion issue during this appraisal.

It should focus on evaluating the subordinate's performance against

whatever agreed to criteria were established.
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When the actual pay decisions are implemented, a salary review

meeting should be held. This meeting should tie the results of the

appraisal to the salary action and be used to explain the other

determinants of the salary decisioii Such disclosure helps to put

performance appraisal results into a realistic salary context and to avoid

unrealistic expectations that performance appraisal results will be

converted directly into dollars.

The annual manpower or career review should be conducted at a meeting

separate from the appraisal and salary. 'rhe key is that this be a visable

event in the organization and that people see the manpower planning form

and the process of completing it as a legitimate opportunity to

participate in influencing their own career path ill the organization. It

is also important to help people (both managers and subordinates) realize

that performance on their present job (as discussed in PA) is not

necessarily a ustiful indicator of promotability.

E. How should performance appraisal be done?

I. With goals?

2. Subordinate input?

The data strongly suggests that regardless of how appraisal is done

it should include significant subordiiiate input. This suggests that the

p vr. I ut system of one-ovor-one approval is not funct ionaI.

Spe.(ific-ally, nieeding one-over-one approval prior to meeting with the

subordinate locks the manager into n stance. One-over-one approval could

he postponed until after the interview.

Data also suggest that inl many cases predetermined goals are a good

way to do performance appraisal, but they do not suggest that they are
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always the best way. The key seems to be getting superior-subordinate

agreement before the performance appraisal period on how performance is

going to be appraised.

F. In what ways should performance appraisal be contingent upon:

i. Where it happens? The situational context

2. Who is involved?

There are a nUmber of possible situational attributes that perfor-

mance appraisal should be contingent upon. Specifically, the type of jobs

tht people hold, the length of service of the person being appraised and,

finally, the performance of the person being appraised. All things being

eqmal , the data suggest newer employees should be appraised more often and

that It (.,rtatnT jobs the' gol setting approach may not be as desirable as

it is with other employees.

. flow do you support good performance appraisal?

I Tra in i ng'

2 . hiu' Proces s?

Tie pay to perftormiit U

4. Iit rease Siiliellcy of aiiliua1 manpower review?

'hdi A|ta nre not coiivinciiig ola wily or the other about the potential

%%-vt,i hiess of traiiiing for supporting good performance appraisal. In our

SIlhd, It i0 st| II dill o)'n (ii|'Vt iOl) is to whether people can be trained to

p4: ko iice ippz isal better unl ss the traiing is ipecifically tied

t o PA It Is clea t hn t shotgun approacih. to tra tntnPg ( in which PA is one

of mralny iontent atin'ts ) do not. have a p}oslt IVe impact . One suggest ion for

it* i ng t raiitl g on the issue% raised by the data (especially

11"rt41a141 it's , betwerl mintger and subordinate percept ions) is to use the
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data themselves as the basis for the training. We think this has much

mar it.

We would also like to stress the desirability of regular audits of

the effectiveness of the performance appraisal system in an organization.

One way you get good performance is to show that you are seriously

interested in how effectively it is being done. We don't think that at

this time it's appropriate for corporate level to do these audits, but we

do think there should be corporqte policy favoring audits. Audits should

riot only look at how people feel about the results of the appraisal, but

at potential biases and invalidities In the data itself. Tied in with

this is the importance of rewarding managers who do performance appraisals

well.

It is an old axiom but a true one, that people perform according to

how they are rewarded. One way to get good performance appraisal practice

is to reward it. Tied in with this is the importance of providing

managers with fendback on how well they do their performance appraisal.

Increasing the importance and visibility of manpower review can, we

fool, make the appraisal meeting Itself go better. The manpower review

meeting can take some of the pressurn off the appraisal meeting to deal

with issues dis.ractitig from the performance focus and it can assure

people that their concerns about career development will be taken care of

elsewhere.

I inal)y, we think it is critical that pay be tied to performance

during the PA sessions. That pay Is not connected with performance is a

,.ommonly stated criticism of the present system and it also has potential

Important motivating impacts on people. Failure to do this will continue
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to interfere with an effective appraisal event taking place since the lack

of discussions of pay issues can contaminate the discussion of

performance.

H. What are important issues not answered by the data?

1. Formalization of multiple data sources

2. "Macro" indicators of effectiveness

There are a number of important issues not answered by the data. We

would recommend that many of them be pursued in further research studies.

First, the study did not get into how one might formalize the input of

performance appraisal data from multiple individuals and sources. This is

a particularly interesting area and one that should be pursued in matrix

organizations. No organizations seem to have much knowledge about how to

handle performance appraisal in a matrix system and thus this area is ripe

for useful research.

The study did not deal with a relationship between performance

appraisal effectiveness and macro Indicators of organizational effective-

ness. This topic could be pursued in further research, but it is a

difficult one.

The study also did not provide the final answer on training. Our

feeling is that more research is needed and it is important that this

research be done. Different training methods should be studied in order

to determine which training programs make a difference.

The research in this project says nothing directly about what would

happen if changes were made in the present system(s). The only way to say

something about the effects of changing a system is to actually make the

changes and study them. We feel that this is an important next step in the
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research since the leads which have been suggested need to be tested out

and improved.

Finally, although we report a great deal of data about the disagree-

ments between superiors and subordinates on what occurs in a session, we

know very little about the causes of the disagreements. We strongly

recommend pursuing this since we feel it can provide some good under-

standing as to why appraisals are not as effective as they might be.

Specifically, we think some observations and/or tape recordings of actual

appraisal sessions can help here. It is important to get to the source of

manager-subordinate discrepancies before definitive suggestions to reduce

them can be made. Can discrepancies be reduced by a more contractually

based appraisal, for instance? At this point we just don't know.

-

.1
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